AbstractÐAlthough many high-performance computer systems are now multiprocessor-based, little work has been done in real-time concurrency control of transaction executions in a multiprocessor environment. Real-time concurrency control protocols designed for uniprocessor or distributed environments may not fit the needs of multiprocessor-based real-time database systems because of a lower concurrency degree of transaction executions and a larger number of priority inversions. This paper proposes the concept of priority cap to bound the maximum number of priority inversions in multiprocessor-based real-time database systems to meet transaction deadlines. We also explore the concept of two-version data to increase the system concurrency level and to explore the abundant computing resources of multiprocessor computer systems. The capability of the proposed methodology is evaluated in a multiprocessor real-time database system under different workloads, database sizes, and processor configurations. It is shown that the benefits of priority cap in reducing the blocking time of urgent transactions is far over the loss in committing less urgent transactions. The idea of two-version data also greatly improves the system performance because of a much higher concurrency degree in the system.
INTRODUCTION
R EAL-TIME concurrency control must maintain the consistency of the database but also meet the deadline requirements of real-time transactions. Although a number of researchers have proposed various real-time concurrency control protocols in the past decades, previous work mainly focuses on uniprocessor real-time databases (URTDB), e.g., [2] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [21] , distributed real-time databases (DRTDB), e.g., [11] , [25] , or semantics-based concurrency control, e.g., [5] , [7] , [10] , [19] , [24] . Very little work has been done in exploring the abundant computing resources of multiprocessor computer systems.
With the advance of hardware and software technologies, there is an increasing demand for multiprocessor computing in real-time systems. How to better utilize the abundant computing resources of multiprocessor computer systems may significantly improve the performance or capacity of a real-time database system. The protocols designed for URTDB or DRTDB may not fit the needs of real-time database systems in a multiprocessor environment because of a potentially low concurrency degree and/or an increased number of priority inversions, where priority inversions is a situation in which a higher-priority transaction is blocked by a lower-priority transaction because of access conflict. A low concurrency degree in transaction execution may result in low system performance because protocols designed for URTDB or DRTDB do not try to utilize the extra computing power from multiple processors. On the other hand, the increase in the number of priority inversions is fatal to many critical real-time systems because the resulting long blocking time may fail critical timing constraints. The increase in the number of priority inversions is mainly caused by the fact that a lower-priority transaction which arrives later may block a higher-priority transaction running on another processor. Note that, when a uniprocessor real-time database is considered, no lowerpriority transaction which arrives later may have a chance to lock any data object to block a higher-priority transaction because the CPU is always assigned to the ready transaction which has the highest priority in the uniprocessor system. We must emphasize that one of the main reasons to adopt multiple processors is to have enough computing power to meet the deadline requirements of transactions. It will be ironic if real-time transactions begin missing their deadlines because of a large number of priority inversions in a multiprocessor system.
The purpose of this research is to explore issues in concurrency control of multiprocessor-based real-time database systems. In particular, we are interested in techniques which can bound the number of priority inversions and, at the same time, better utilize the abundant computing power in multiprocessor environments. We shall show that the maximum number of priority inversions for transactions scheduled by uniprocessor protocols, such as Read/Write Priority Ceiling Protocol (RWPCP) [21] , can be much more than one in a multiprocessor environment. In this paper, we will then propose the concept of priority cap to manage the priority inversions problem in a multiprocessor environment. We also explore the high concurrency of transaction executions by means of data versions without increasing the maximum number of priority inversions in the system. Each data object in the system has two versions: The consistent version contains a data value updated by a committed transaction and the working version contains a data value updated by an uncommitted transaction. The capability of the proposed methodology is evaluated in a multiprocessor real-time database system under different workloads, database sizes, and processor configurations.
There are two major contributions in this paper: 1) We show that the number of priority inversions experienced by transactions scheduled by popular uniprocessor real-time concurrency control protocols, such as RWPCP, can be much more than one in a multiprocessor environment. This paper proposes a simple idea, called priority cap, to bound the maximum number of priority inversions in a multiprocessor-based real-time database system without much affecting the system performance. Note that a large number of priority inversions may result in deadline violations of critical transactions and is fatal to many time-critical systems. 2) We explore concurrent executions of conflicting read and write operations in multiprocessor environments, particularly with the idea of two-version data, to increase the concurrency of transaction executions. We must emphasize that the techniques proposed in this paper can be applied to many kinds of real-time applications which adopt multiple processors, such as defense application systems with data processing (e.g., HARM low-cost seeker), high-performance database systems, etc. Note that major database vendors all provide customers multiprocessorbased database systems. The techniques can also be applied to many other protocols. RWPCP is merely used to present the ideas proposed in this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the well-known RWPCP and illustrates the system model. Section 3 presents the motivation and the idea of priority cap. In particular, we show how to transform the well-known RWPCP into a protocol which guarantees one priority inversion for any real-time transaction. We then explore the concurrency of transaction executions by means of two-version database in multiprocessor environments. Section 4 addresses the implementation issues. Section 5 presents the simulation experiments of the proposed protocols in multiprocessor real-time database systems. Section 6 presents the conclusions.
RELATED WORK
Although a number of researchers have proposed various real-time concurrency control protocols in the past decades, previous work mainly focuses on uniprocessor real-time databases (URTDB), e.g., [2] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [21] , distributed real-time databases (DRTDB), e.g., [11] , [25] , or semanticsbased concurrency control, e.g., [5] , [7] , [10] , [19] , [24] . Very little work has been done in exploring the abundant computing resources of multiprocessor computer systems. In particular, the Read/Write Priority Ceiling Protocol (RWPCP) [21] has shown the effectiveness of using read and write semantics in improving the performance of the Priority Ceiling Protocol (PCP) [20] in real-time concurrency control. Lam and Hung [13] further sharpened the RWPCP by proposing the idea of dynamic adjustment of serializability order for hard real-time transactions, where Lin and Son [15] first proposed the idea of dynamic adjustment of serializability order for optimistic real-time concurrency control. Kuo et al. [11] proposed using the idea of two-version databases to replace a delayed write procedure to save the extra space needed by the procedure. They proposed a two-version variation of the RWPCP [21] to have the flexibility in the dynamic adjustment of transaction serializability order favor higher-priority transactions and read-only transactions.
There has been very little work done for real-time transaction scheduling in multiprocessor environments. Lortz et al. [16] designed, implemented, and evaluated an object-oriented database system called MDARTS (Multiprocessor Database Architecture for Real-Time Systems). MDARTS ensures bounded locking delay by disabling preemption when a transaction is waiting for a lock and, hence, allows for the estimation of worst-case transaction execution times. Chiu et al. [6] compared the performance of the optimistic concurrency control (OCC) and the two-phase locking (2PL) in a multiprocessor real-time database system. A new locking protocol called 2PL-LW, which write-locks all data in the write set at once, was proposed. It was shown that OCC, in general, outperformed 2PL and 2PL-LW outperformed OCC. Bodlaender et al. [4] proposed a scheduling algorithm called Single-Queue Static-Locking strategy (SQSL) for a shared-memory, multiprocessor database system. Under SQSL, all transactions are handled in a firstcome-first-served (FCFS) manner. Transactions are allowed to execute if there is no access conflicts among transactions. If there is any access conflicts, all transactions that arrive later must wait until no access conflict exists any more.
Different from any past work, this paper proposes a simple idea, called priority cap, to bound the maximum number of priority inversions in a multiprocessor-based real-time database system without much affecting the system performance. We also explore concurrent executions of conflicting read and write operations in multiprocessor environments, particularly with the idea of two-version data, to increase the concurrency of transaction executions. We must emphasize that the techniques proposed in this paper can be applied to many other protocols in the literature. RWPCP is merely used to present the ideas proposed in this paper.
SYSTEM MODEL AND BASIC UNIPROCESSOR PROTOCOL

System Model
In this paper, we will explore the concurrency control of real-time database systems in a multiprocessor environment. The well-known uniprocessor protocol Read/Write Priority Ceiling Protocol (RWPCP) [21] will be used to present the ideas proposed in this paper. Let a multiprocessor real-time database system consist of x processors and a number of data objects shared by transactions executing on different processors, where x b I. We consider a multiprocessor real-time database system which consists of a fixed set of transactions executing in a multiprocessor real-time database and every transaction has a fixed priority. 1 Each transaction may issue a sequence of database operations: reads or writes. A transaction is a template of its instance and each instance will be instantiated for every request of the transaction. The allocation of transactions on each processor is done in an offline fashion and no transaction may migrate from one processor to another. The requests of a periodic transaction ( i will arrive regularly for every period p i . Each request of a transaction ( i should be completed no later than its deadlines which is defined as its arrival time plus the relative deadline d i of the transaction. If transaction ( i is aperiodic, p i is the minimal separation time between its consecutive requests. There are two kinds of locks in the system: read and write. Before a transaction reads (or writes) a data object, it must first read-lock (or write-lock) the data object. Data objects are shared by transactions executing on different processors. Now, we will state our notation.
Notation:
. ( iYj denotes the jth instance of transaction ( i . p i and i are the period and worst-case computation time of transaction ( i , respectively. If transaction ( i is aperiodic, p i is the minimal separation time between its consecutive requests. When there is no ambiguity, we use the terms ªtransactionº and ªtransaction instanceº interchangeably. . The kth critical section of a transaction instance ( iYj is denoted as z iYjYk and corresponds to the code segment between the kth locking operation and its corresponding unlocking operation. We assume in this paper that critical sections are properly nested. In other words, if the locking operation of a data object is earlier than the locking operation of another data object within a transaction instance, the corresponding unlocking operation of the former data object is later than the corresponding unlocking operation of the later data object. Note that it is one of the assumptions of RWPCP in handling the priority inversion problem.
Basic Uniprocessor Protocol
The well-known Read/Write Priority Ceiling Protocol (RWPCP) [21] is an extension of the Priority Ceiling Protocol (PCP) [20] in real-time concurrency control. While PCP only allows exclusive locks on data objects, RWPCP explores read and write semantics in improving the concurrency degree without sacrificing the schedulability of transactions. RWPCP is originally designed for a highly critical transaction system consisting of a fixed set of transactions running on a uniprocessor system, such as an avionics system [12] and a satellite control system [3] .
RWPCP introduces a write priority ceiling v i and an absolute priority ceiling e v i for each data object y i to emulate share and exclusive locks, respectively. The write priority ceiling v i of data object y i is equal to the highest priority of transactions which may write y i . The absolute priority ceiling e v i of data object y i is equal to the highest priority of transactions which may read or write y i . When data object y i is read-locked, the read/write priority ceiling v i of y i is equal to v i . When data object y i is write-locked, the read/write priority ceiling v i of y i is equal to e v i . A transaction may lock a data object if its priority is higher than the highest read/ write priority ceiling v i of the data objects locked by other transactions. When a data object y i is write-locked, the setting of v i prevents any other transaction from write-locking y i because v i is equal to e v i . When a data object y i is read-locked, the setting of v i only allows a transaction with a sufficiently high priority to readlock y i in order to constrain the number of priority inversions for any transaction which may write-lock y i because v i is equal to v i .
The well-known RWPCP was originally designed for scheduling transactions in a uniprocessor environment. The transaction which has the highest priority among all ready transactions (in a processor) is assigned the processor. The lock request of a transaction ( iYj may be granted if its priority is higher than the highest read/write priority ceiling v i of the data objects locked by other transactions. If not, then the lock request is blocked. Let y Ã be the data object with the highest read/write priority ceiling of all data objects currently locked by transactions other than ( iYj . If ( iYj is blocked because of y Ã , ( iYj is said to be blocked by the transaction that locked y Ã . A transaction ( iYj uses its assigned priority unless it locks some data objects and blocks higher priority transactions. If a transaction blocks a higher priority transaction, it inherits the highest priority of the transactions blocked by ( iYj . When a transaction unlocks a data object, it resumes the priority it had at the point of obtaining the lock on the data object. The priority inheritance is transitive. Note that the resetting of priority inheritance can be efficiently implemented by using a stack data structure.
It has been shown that no deadlock or transitive blocking is possible for RWPCP schedules in a uniprocessor environment and the maximum number of priority inversions for any transaction is one in a uniprocessor environment [21] . A transitive blocking is said to occur if a (higherpriority) transaction is directly blocked by another (lower priority) transaction which, in turn, is directly blocked by the other (further lower-priority) transaction. When all transactions follow a two-phase-locking (2PL) scheme where no transaction which adopts a 2PL scheme will request any lock after the transaction releases any lock, all RWPCP schedules are serializable.
MULTIPROCESSOR PROTOCOLS WITH
PRIORITY CAPS
Motivation
With the advance of hardware and software technologies, there is an increasing demand for multiprocessor computing in real-time systems. How to better utilize the abundant computing resources of multiprocessor computer systems may significantly improve the performance or capacity of a real-time database system. The protocols designed for 1. They are the requirements of RWPCP. When the ideas proposed in this paper are applied to other protocols, these requirements may be relaxed.
URTDB or DRTDB may not fit the needs of real-time database systems in a multiprocessor environment because of a potentially low concurrency degree and/or an increased number of priority inversions. We shall show in the following example that the well-known uniprocessor protocol RWPCP may result in a large number of priority inversions in a multiprocessor environment.
Example 1.
A RWPCP schedule in a multiprocessor environment.
Let the system consist of four transactions ( I , ( P , ( Q , and ( R in a two-processor environment, where ( I and ( Q execute on the first processor and ( P and ( R execute on the second processor. Let the priorities of ( I , ( P , ( Q , and ( R be IY PY Q, and R, respectively, where I is the highest and R is the lowest. Suppose that ( I may write data object I and ( Q and ( R may read from data object I . ( P may read from data objects P and Q . According to the definitions of ceilings, the write priority ceiling v I and the absolute priority ceiling e v I of I are both equal to the priority of ( I , i.e., I. The absolute priority ceiling e v P of P and the absolute priority ceiling e v Q of Q are both equal to the priority of ( P , i.e., P. Because no transaction might write data objects P and Q , the write priority ceiling v P of P and the write priority ceiling v Q of Q are both equal to S, which is lower than the priority of all transactions in the system. Note that write priority ceilings are used to resolve read-write or write-write conflict. Since no transaction might write data objects S2 and S3, their write priority ceilings are set as low as possible. (See Fig. 1.) At time H, ( R arrives at the second processor and starts execution. At time I, ( R read-locks I successfully and v I v I I. At time P, ( P arrives and preempts the execution of ( R on the second processor. The readlock request of ( P on data object P is blocked at time Q and ( R resumes its execution. At time R, ( R unlocks I and ( P is waked up and preempts the execution of ( R . The read-lock request of P succeeds at time R and v P v P S. At time R, ( Q arrives and starts execution on the first processor. At time S, the read-lock request of ( Q on data object I is granted and v I v I I because the priority of ( Q is higher than v P S. However, the read-lock of ( Q creates a priority inversion for ( P at time T when ( P issues a readlock request on data object Q . It is because the priority of ( P is not higher than v I I. The read-lock request of ( P on data object Q cannot be granted until ( Q and ( I (which arrives at the first processor later at time U) unlock I , although ( Q may inherit the priority of ( P when the blocking happens at time T. The above example shows that the number of priority inversions for transactions scheduled by RWPCP may be more than one when there are more than one processor in the system. We must point out that if ( P in Example 1 later tries to issue another read-lock on some other data object (after time IP), then ( P may experience another priority inversion again if some other lower-priority transaction happens to have read-locked I on the first processor at that time. In other words, the maximum number of priority inversions for transactions scheduled by RWPCP may only be bounded by the number of data objects in the system or become unbounded if a transaction is allowed to lock the same semaphore for many times. It is definitely not acceptable for many time-critical systems. Although the above phenomenon could also happen in distributed realtime databases (DRTDB) theoretically, the locking protocols considered in this paper would not be used in DRTDB because of network delay. In general, distributed real-time databases consist of loosely coupled computers and do not share memory. Researchers usually do not assume the existence of global locks for concurrency control across computers. 
Concurrency Control Protocol with Priority Caps 4.2.1 One-Priority-Inversion RWPCP
The purpose of this section is to propose the concept of priority cap to transform RWPCP into a protocol which guarantees that no transaction will be blocked by more than one transaction in a multiprocessor environment. The concept of priority cap is motivated by the following observation:
Suppose that a higher-priority transaction ( r locks a data object y i under RWPCP in a multiprocessor environment. Let ( r execute on a processor I and another lower-priority ( v which arrives later on another processor P issue a lock request on another data object y j . There are two cases to consider:
Because y i is read-locked by ( r , the read/write priority ceiling v i of y i is set as v i according to the definitions of RWPCP, where v i is the highest priority of transactions which may write y i . If the priorities of ( r and ( v are both higher than v i , then ( v may successfully lock y j . If the read/write priority ceiling v j of y j is set as a value higher than the priority of ( r , then ( r may be blocked by ( v later when ( r tries to lock any other data object. On the other hand, if the priority of ( v is not higher than v i , then ( r may never be blocked by ( v because ( v may not be able to lock y j unless y i is unlocked by ( r . 2. y i is write-locked by ( r .
Because y i is write-locked by ( r , the read/write priority ceiling v i of y i is set as e v i which is the highest priority of transactions which may read or write y i . Since the priority of ( r is not higher than e v i , e v i is higher than the priority of ( v . In other words, ( r may never be blocked by ( v because ( v will not be able to lock y j successfully unless y i is unlocked by ( r .
The blocking of ( r by ( v is caused by the priority gap between the priority of ( r and the write priority ceiling v i of the data objects locked by ( r . In a uniprocessor environment, such blocking will not occur under RWPCP because a lower-priority transaction which arrives later will have no chance to lock a data object to block a higherpriority transaction which arrives earlier. In order to prevent the blocking of ( r by ( v , the read/write priority ceiling v i of y i should be set as a value no less than the priority of ( r . We call the priority of ( r as the locker priority cap of data object y i . Note that the locker priority cap of a data object is set dynamically and is equal to the priority of the transaction which locks the data object.
The setting of the read/write priority ceiling v i is modified as follows: When data object y i is read-locked by a transaction (, the read/write priority ceiling v i of y i is equal to the maximum of the current v i , v i , and the priority of (, where the priority of ( is the locker priority cap of data object y i . (If a data object y j is not locked by any transaction, v j is null and considered to be lower than the lowest priority level in the system.) When data object y i is write-locked, the read/write priority ceiling v i of y i is equal to e v i . RWPCP with the modified principles of read/write priority ceiling setting is called One-PriorityInversion RWPCP (1PI-RWPCP). Each transaction should lock data objects in a two-phase locking (2PL) scheme, as required by RWPCP, to enforce the serializability of transaction executions. We shall illustrate 1PI-RWPCP by the following example:
Example 2. A 1PI-RWPCP schedule in a multiprocessor environment.
Let the system consist of four transactions ( I , ( P , ( Q , and ( R in a two-processor environment, as shown in Example 1. Fig. 2 shows the executions of ( I , ( P , ( Q , and ( R from time H to time IU.
At time H, ( R arrives at the second processor and starts execution. At time I, ( R read-locks I successfully and v I mx v I Y R I. (Note that the priority of ( R is R.) At time P, ( P arrives and preempts the execution of ( R on the second processor. The read-lock request of ( P on data object P is blocked at time Q and ( R resumes its execution. At time R, ( R unlocks I and ( P is waked up and preempts the execution of ( R . The read-lock request of P succeeds at time R and v P is set as the maximum of v P and the priority of ( P , which is equal to P. At time R, ( Q arrives and starts execution on the first processor. At time S, the read-lock request of ( Q on data object I is blocked because the priority of ( Q is no higher than v P P. Note that the locker priority cap of P prevents ( Q from obtaining any other data object to block ( P . ( P successfully read-locks Q at time T and commits at time W. The read-lock request of ( Q on data object I is granted until time II.
Example 2 shows that the maximum number of priority inversions under 1PI-RWPCP is reduced to one because a lower-priority transaction which arrives later and executes on another processor now cannot lock a data object to block a higher-priority transaction. The concept of priority cap introduces a new kind of blocking, called cap blocking, in multiprocessor environments. For example, the blocking of the read-lock request of ( Q at time S in Example 2 makes the first processor idle for two time units. It is the price paid for the management of priority inversions. We must emphasize that the concept of priority cap can be applied to many other protocols in a similar way in the multiprocessor environments.
Properties
We shall show other important properties of the 1PI-RWPCP protocol as follows:
Definition 1 [20] . A transitive blocking is said to occur if a (higher-priority) transaction is directly blocked by another (lower priority) transaction which, in turn, is directly blocked by the other (further lower-priority) transaction. Theorem 2 [21] . RWPCP schedules are serializable in a uniprocessor environment.
Theorem 3. RWPCP schedules are serializable in a multiprocessor environment.
Proof. Since a multiprocessor environment will not change the compatibility relationship of read and write operations and the two-phase-locking scheme of transactions scheduled by RWPCP, the correctness of this theorem follows directly from Theorem 2. t u Theorem 4. 1PI-RWPCP schedules are serializable in a multiprocessor environment.
Proof. Since the set of 1PI-RWPCP schedules is a subset of the set of RWPCP schedules, the correctness of this theorem follows directly from Theorem 3. t u
Theorem 5. The maximum number of priority inversions for any real-time transaction under 1PI-RWPCP in a multiprocessor environment is one.
Proof. Let a transaction ( r be directly blocked by two lower-priority transactions ( w and ( v . Note that Lemma 1 shows that there is no transitive blocking, let the priority of ( w be higher than the priority of ( v . It is obvious that ( v and ( w must enter a critical section to block ( r before ( r enters any critical section or locks z rYi ; otherwise, the read/write priority ceiling v i of the corresponding data object of z rYi will be higher than the priorities of ( v and ( w because v i is higher than the priority of ( r . Since the priority of ( w is higher than the priority of ( v , ( v must lock z vYj which blocks ( r before ( w lock z wYk which blocks ( r ; otherwise, the read/write priority ceiling v k of the corresponding data object of z wYk will be higher than the priority of ( v . Since z vYj blocks ( r , it must also block ( w . In other words, ( w cannot lock z wYk to block ( r and the maximum number of priority inversions for any real-time transaction ( r under 1PI-RWPCP in a multiprocessor environment is one. t u Let Å f( I Y ( P Y Á Á Á Y ( n g be a set of periodic transactions (with period p i and computation requirement i ) listed in the increasing order of their priorities and r g i be the set of transactions with a priority no lower than ( i in Å and executing on the same processor as ( i . Suppose that the priority assignment of transactions follows the rate monotonic priority assignment scheme [17] that assigns transactions priorities inversely proportional to their periods. Note that, since the maximum number of priority inversions for any real-time transaction under 1PI-RWPCP in a multiprocessor environment is one, the worst case blocking time i of transaction ( i is the longest duration of any critical section which may block ( i . Theorem 6 [17] . A transaction ( i scheduled by the rate monotonic scheduling algorithm (RMS) [17] will always meet its deadline for all process phases if
where m is the number of transactions in r g i .
The rate monotonic scheduling (RMS) algorithm [17] is an optimal fixed-priority scheduling algorithm for any independent transaction set which does not share data among transactions. Proof. By considering the blocking time i as the extra computation time for ( i , the correctness of this theorem directly follows Theorem 6. t u
Two-Version Database and Priority Caps 4.3.1 One-Priority-Inversion Two-Version RWPCP
The purpose of this section is to explore the concurrency level of transaction executions by means of data versions. We shall extend a uniprocessor variant of RWPCP called Two-Version Priority Ceiling Protocol (2VPCP) [11] to multiprocessor environments: The rationale behind the multiprocessor 2VPCP called One-Priority-Inversion 2VPCP (1PI-2VPCP) is to have more transactions executing concurrently on different processors. Note that concurrently executing transactions may access the same data object in some conflicting mode because there are two versions for each data object. Let each data object in the system have two versions: consistent version and working version, where a consistent version contains a data value updated by a committed transaction and a working version contains a data value updated by an uncommitted transaction. There are three kinds of locks in the system: read, write, and certify. Before a transaction reads (or writes) a data object, it must first read-lock (or write-lock) the data object. A read operation on a data object always reads from the consistent version of the data object. A write operation on a data object always updates the working version of the data object. It is required that, before a transaction commits, the transactions must transform each of its write locks into a certify lock on the same data object. As soon as a transaction obtains a certify lock on a data object, it can copy its updated working version of the data object to the consistent version. There is no requirement on the order or timing of lock transformations. The transformation of a write-lock into a certify-lock is considered as requesting a new certify lock. If the request of a certify-lock by a transaction is not granted, the transaction is blocked by the system until the request is granted. When a transaction terminates, it must release all of its locks. The lock compatibility matrix of 1PI-2VPCP is shown in Table 1 .
The transaction which has the highest priority among all ready transactions in a processor is assigned the processor. In order to bound the maximum number of priority inversions in the system, we adopt the idea of priority cap: When a transaction ( iYj attempts to read-lock, write-lock, or certify-lock a data object y k , the priority of ( iYj must be higher than the maximum (locker) priority cap of y k and the highest read/write priority ceilings of the data objects which are locked by other transactions. There are three cases to consider:
1. If ( iYj requests a read lock on y k , then the read/write priority ceiling v k is set as the maximum of the current v k , v k , and the priority of ( iYj 2. If ( iYj requests a write lock on y k , then the read/write priority ceiling v k of data object y k is set as the maximum of the current v k and v k . Note that the priority of ( iYj is no more than v k . 3. If ( iYj requests a certify lock on y k , then the read/ write priority ceiling v k is set as e v k . Note that ( iYj must have write-locked y k before it requests a certify lock on y k and both e v k and v k are higher than the priority of ( iYj . If the priority of ( iYj is no higher than the minimum priority cap of y k and the highest read/write priority ceilings of the data objects which are locked by other transactions, then the lock request is blocked. We shall illustrate 1PI-2VPCP with an example:
Let the system consist of five transactions ( I , ( P , ( Q , ( R , and ( S in a two-processor environment, where ( I , ( Q , and ( S execute on the first processor and ( P and ( R execute on the second processor. Let the priorities of ( I , ( P , ( Q , ( R , and ( S be IY PY QY R, and S, respectively, where I is the highest and S is the lowest. Suppose that ( I may write data object I and ( Q and ( R may read from data object I . ( P may read from data object P . ( S may write data object Q and ( P and ( R may read from data object Q . According to the definitions of ceilings, the write priority ceiling v I and the absolute priority ceiling e v I of I are both equal to the priority of ( I , i.e., I. The absolute priority ceiling e v P and the write priority ceiling v P of P are equal to P and T, where T is lower than the priorities of all transactions in the system. The write priority ceiling v Q and the absolute priority ceiling e v Q of Q are equal to S and P, respectively. (See Fig. 3.) At time H, ( S arrives at the first processor. ( S then write-locks Q at time I and At time P, ( R arrives at the second processor and readlocks Q successfully because the priority of ( R is higher than v Q . Note that data object Q is now both readlocked and write-locked by transactions executing on different processors! v Q is set as mxurrent v Q Y priority( R RX At time Q, ( R read-locks I successfully for the same reason and v I mx v I Y priority( R I. However, the certify-lock request of ( S on data object Q at time Q is blocked because the priority of ( S is no higher than v I , where I is read-locked by ( R . At time R, ( P arrives at the second processor and preempts ( R on the second processor. At time S, the read-lock request of ( P on data object P is blocked because the priority of ( P is no higher than v I I. When I and Q are both unlocked at time T by ( R , ( S resumes and certify-locks Q . Suppose that it takes no time for ( S to certify-lock Q and commits where ( S unlocks Q when it commits. At time T, ( P read-locks P and v P mx v P Y priority( P PX ( Q arrives at the first processor at time T. The read-lock request of ( Q on data object I at time U is blocked because v P is set as the maximum of v P T and the priority of ( P , which is equal to P. Such blocking prevents the introducing of another priority inversion for ( P at time V. However, we must point out that such blocking also forces the first processor to go in to idle for one time unit. It is the price paid for the priority inversion management.
Note that 1PI-2VPCP improves the performance of 1PI-RWPCP by means of two data versions for each data object. The lock compatibility matrix of 1PI-2VPCP, as shown in Table 1 , allows a higher-priority transaction to preempt a lower-priority transaction, even when any read/write conflict occurs. Such preemption reduces the possibility of priority inversion and could improve the schedulability of critical transactions. The consistency of the database is enforced by only permitting transactions to read from the consistent versions of data under the two-phase locking scheme. Theorem 10 provides a more detailed discussion on why 1PI-2VPCP schedules are serializable in a multiprocessor environment.
Properties
We shall show other important properties of the 1PI-2VPCP protocol as follows:
Lemma 2. No transitive blocking is possible for transactions scheduled by 1PI-2VPCP in a multiprocessor environment.
Proof. This lemma can be proven in the same way as the proof of Lemma 1. t u Theorem 8. 1PI-2VPCP schedules are deadlock-free in a multiprocessor environment.
Proof. This theorem can be proven in an analogous way as the proof of Theorem 1, given the fact that no transitive blocking is possible (Lemma 2). t u Theorem 8 [11] . 2VPCP schedules are serializable in a uniprocessor environment.
Theorem 10. 1PI-2VPCP schedules are serializable in a multiprocessor environment.
Proof. Since the set of 1PI-2VPCP schedules is a subset of the set of 2VPCP schedules and a multiprocessor environment will not change the compatibility relationship of read and write operations and the two-phaselocking scheme of transactions scheduled by 2VPCP, the correctness of this theorem follows directly from Theorem 9. t u Theorem 11. The maximum number of priority inversions for any transaction scheduled by 1PI-2VPCP is one.
Proof. This theorem can be proven in the same way as the proof of Theorem 6. t u Let Å f( I Y ( P Y Á Á Á Y ( n g be a set of periodic transactions (with period p i and computation requirement i ) listed in increasing order of their priorities and r g i be the set of transactions with a priority no lower than ( i in Å and executing on the same processor as ( i . Suppose that the priority assignment of transactions follows the rate monotonic priority assignment scheme [17] . Note that, since the maximum number of priority inversions for any real-time transaction under 1PI-2VPCP in a multiprocessor environment is one, the worst case blocking time i of transaction ( i is the longest duration of any critical section which may block ( i . Proof. By considering the blocking time i as the extra computation time for ( i , the correctness of this theorem directly follows Theorem 6. t u
IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
The implementation of the concepts for the priority cap and the two-version data requires new data structures and additional runtime overheads. Before their implementation is discussed, we shall first illustrate the implementation issues of the Priority Ceiling Protocol (PCP) and the Read/ Write PCP (RWPCP). PCP could be implemented simply by a stack and a priority queue [20] , where each semaphore is assigned a priority ceiling, as defined under PCP. Whenever a semaphore is locked, its corresponding priority ceiling is pushed onto the top of the stack. When a semaphore is unlocked, its corresponding priority ceiling is popped out of the stack. The priority ceiling at the top of the stack is called the system priority ceiling. If the priority of a transaction that requests a lock is not higher than the system priority ceiling, then the transaction is blocked and pending on the priority queue. The blocked transaction is said to be directly blocked by the transaction that locks the semaphore with the system priority ceiling. The priority inheritance mechanism would be activated if the priority of the blocked transaction is higher than the priority of any transaction that blocks the blocked transaction. Because there is no transitive blocking, the overhead of priority inheritance is limited.
RWPCP is an extension of PCP: The implementation of RWPCP is similar to that of PCP except that the semaphore corresponding to a data object is now given a write priority ceiling and an absolute priority ceiling [21] . When a semaphore (or the corresponding data object) is locked, its read/write priority ceiling is set according to the definitions of RWPCP. A stack and a priority queue are needed and operate in the same way as that for PCP except that the read/write priority ceiling of the locked semaphore is pushed onto and popped out of the stack. The priority inheritance mechanism operates in the same way as that for PCP and the overheads are the same for PCP and RWPCP.
The implementation of the concept of the priority cap only changes the assignment rule of the read/write priority ceiling of the locked semaphore. That is, when a semaphore (or the corresponding data object) is read-locked by a transaction, the read/write priority ceiling of the locked semaphore is set as the maximum of the priority of the transaction and the write priority ceiling of the semaphore. Because the rest of the RWPCP with the concept of the priority cap (i.e., 1PI-RWPCP) is the same as that for RWPCP, the additional runtime overhead in the implementation of the concept of the priority cap is very limited. The implementation of the concept of the two-version data again changes the assignment rule of the read/write priority ceiling of the locked semaphore and introduces additional overheads in copying data from the updated working version to the consistent version. The major overheads of the RWPCP with the two-version data (i.e., 2VPCP) comes from the data copying because the rest of 2VPCP is the same as that for RWPCP (except the assignment rule of the read/write priority ceiling of the locked semaphore). The copying overhead is proportional to the number of writes in the system. Besides, more space is needed to store the consistent version and the working version of every data object. That is the price paid for the high concurrency of the system.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Performance Metrics
The experiments described in this section are meant to assess the ideas of priority cap and two-version data access in transaction processing for multiprocessor real-time database systems. The simulation experiments compare the performance of the Read/Write Priority Ceiling Protocol (RWPCP) [21] , Two-Version Priority Ceiling Protocol (2VPCP) [11] , 1PI-RWPCP, and 1PI-2VPCP in multiple processor environments. Note that, although the idea of priority cap can guarantee one priority inversion in the system, it also introduces a new kind of blocking, called cap blocking, in multiprocessor environments. The experiments shall evaluate the potential performance degradation in transaction processing due to priority cap. We shall also assess the capability of the proposed methodology in improving the performance of a multiprocessor real-time database system. The primary performance metric used is the miss ratio of a transaction, referred to as Miss Ratio. The Miss Ratio of each transaction ( i is the percentage of requests of transaction ( i that miss their deadlines. Let num i and miss i be the total number of transaction requests and deadline violations during an experiment, respectively. Miss Ratio is calculated as missi numi . Another metric is the average number of priority inversions experienced by a process, referred to as sxumer. Let num i and pin i be the total number of process requests (excluding process instances whose absolute deadlines are over the simulation time) and the number of priority inversions experienced by a transaction during an experiment, respectively. sxumer is calculated as pini num i . In the simulation experiments, a transaction set is a set of transactions which are executing on different processors. Each transaction is a template of its instances and each instance will be instantiated for every request of the transaction. A transaction may issue a sequence of database operations (reads or writes). The purpose of the experiments is to evaluate the capability of the proposed methodology in a multiprocessor real-time database system under different workloads, database sizes, and processor configurations. We shall assess the potential performance degradation in transaction processing due to the implementation of the priority cap concept and the performance improvement because of the idea of the two-version data. The simulation parameters were chosen so that the capability of the proposed concepts would be observed over systems with different numbers of processors, various workloads, and different degrees of access conflict.
The test data sets were generated by a random number generator. The number of processor was two or four. The number of transactions per processor was randomly chosen between IH and IS. The number of transactions per transaction set was in the range PHY TH, where a transaction set is a set of transactions. The experiments started with transaction sets of a utilization factor equal to 60 percent and increased by 5 percent at a time until the utilization factor was equal to 95 percent, where the utilization factor of a transaction set is equal to the sum of the ratio of the computation requirements and the period of every transaction in the set. Each transaction set was simulated from time H to time IY HHHY HHH. Over IHH transaction sets per utilization factor were tested and their results were averaged. The period of a transaction was randomly chosen in the range IHY IHY HHH. The deadline of a transaction was equal to its period. We did not choose to have preperiod or postperiod deadlines for transactions because such setting did not help in evaluating the capability of the proposed concepts. The priority assignment of transactions follows the rate monotonic priority assignment [17] . The utilization factor of each transaction was no larger than 30 percent of the total utilization factor of the transaction set. The numbers of data objects read (and written) by an update transaction was both between I and S. The number of data objects read by a read-only transaction was between I and S. The critical sections of a transaction in locking data objects were evenly distributed and properly nested for the duration of the transaction. Each transaction only unlocked their write-locks at the commit time to avoid dirty reads in the system. Note that this paper aims at critical real-time systems, such as the avionics example [12] or satellite control systems [3] , which have no more than hundreds of data objects in the system and the number of data objects which are read and written is, in general, not large. The parameters are summarized in Table 2 .
Experimental Results
Figs. 4a and 4b show the miss ratios of the entire transaction set and the top 1/4 priority transactions in the set, respectively, when there were two processors and the database consisted of 50 data objects. It was shown that 1PI-2VPCP and 2VPCP performed better than the other protocols in multiprocessor environments. The reason why 1PI-2VPCP and 2VPCP performed better than the others was because two-version data had a much higher concurrency degree in the multiprocessor environment, especially when workload was heavy loaded. In other words, there was more flexibility in handling conflicting read and write activities of transactions. There was also better concurrency in transaction executions.
It was also interesting to see that the miss ratios of the entire transaction set and even the high priority (top 1/4 priority) transactions under 1PI-2VPCP(/1PI-RWPCP) were better than that under 2VPCP(/RWPCP), as shown in Fig. 4 . It was because the protocols with the one priority inversion guarantee mechanism could reduce the maximum number of priority inversions in a multiprocessor environment and, thus, improve the chance of transactions in meeting their deadlines. The average number of priority inversions experienced by transactions under RWPCP (and 2VPCP) was higher than that under 1PI-RWPCP (and 1PI-2VPCP), as shown in Fig. 5 . We do not include the figures for the average number of priority inversions when the database size was equal to 100, 200, and 400 and the number of processors was equal to four because they were similar to that in Fig. 5 . In the simulation experiments, the maximum number of priority inversions experienced by transactions under RWPCP and 2VPCP could be as large as 7, when there were two processors and the database size was equal to 50. Note that the maximum number of priority inversions experienced by transactions under 1PI-RWPCP and 1PI-2VPCP was only one.
Figs. 6, 7, and 8 show the miss ratios of the entire transaction set and the top 1/4 priority transactions under RWPCP, 1PI-RWPCP, 2VPCP, and 1PI-2VPCP when there were two or four processors and the database consisted of 50 or 400 data objects. The results in Figs. 6, 7, and 8 were similar to Fig. 4 . In the experiment results, when database size increased and the number of processors was the same, the miss ratios of transactions under RWPCP, 1PI-PWPCP, 2VPCP, and 1PI-2VPCP decreased. It was because, when the number of data objects increased, the possibility of access conflict decreased, as shown in Figs. 4 and 6 (7 and 8).
On the other hand, when there were more processors in the system, the miss ratios of transactions under RWPCP, 1PI-PWPCP, 2VPCP, and 1PI-2VPCP were higher, compared to those with a smaller number of processors in the system, as shown in Figs. 4 and 7 (6 and 8) . It was because the competition in data access was high and there were potentially more transactions that tried to access the same data object at the same time. The results for the database size equal to 100 and 200 were not included because they were similar to those in Figs. 4, 6, 7, and 8. Although Figs. 4, 6 , 7, and 8, did show that two data versions significantly improved the miss ratio of transactions under all kinds of workloads, the system had to maintain two versions (i.e., consistent version and working version) for each data object under 2VPCP and 1PI-2VPCP. It was clear that data versions introduced a higher concurrency degree of transaction executions without increasing the maximum number of priority inversions in the system. The average numbers of access conflicts for a transaction under RWPCP, 1PI-RWPCP, 2VPCP, and 1PI-2VPCP were 0.24, 0.26, 0.16, and 0.17, respectively.
CONCLUSION
This paper explores issues in concurrency control of multiprocessor-based real-time database systems. In particular, we are interested in techniques which can bound the number of priority inversions and, at the same time, better utilize abundant computing power in multiprocessor environments. We show that the maximum number of priority inversions for transactions scheduled by uniprocessor protocols can be much more than one in a multiprocessor environment. The serious priority inversion problem is then solved by the proposed concept of priority cap, which can guarantee one priority inversion in a multiprocessor environment. We then explore a high concurrency degree of transaction executions by means of data versions without increasing the maximum number of priority inversions in the system. The performance of the proposed methodology in transaction processing is validated by a series of simulation experiments. The idea of priority cap is even shown to improve the performance of the system when there are a lot of access conflicts in the system. It is because the benefit of priority cap in reducing the blocking time of urgent transactions is far over the loss of committed less urgent transactions, due to the introducing of cap blocking. The idea of two-version data also greatly improves the system performance because of a much higher concurrency degree in the multiprocessor environment. We must emphasize that the techniques proposed in this paper can be applied to many other protocols. RWPCP is merely used to present the ideas proposed in this paper.
Although many high-performance computer systems are now multiprocessor-based, little work has been done in real-time concurrency control of multiprocessor-based realtime database systems. For future research, we shall further explore issues in transaction scheduling in multiprocessor real-time database systems. We should also consider transaction migration and reallocation in the future work to provide more flexibility in transaction scheduling and explore application semantics to further increase the concurrency degree of the system. 
